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'' LTI consistently delivers first-rate database services. Many 
INNOPAC users have benefited from LTI's custom item field builds 
and impressive authority control processing. We have found 
that even the most complex jobs are completed on-time and in 
accord with library specifications. '' Michael uptold, Manager, 
Implementation Services, 
Innovative Interfaces Inc. 
~ We can't promise 110, but we will promise 95. That's right. LTI 
guarantees that its affordable, machine-only Authority Control 
will link 95% or more of your library's controlled headings to an 
LC or LTI authority record.* No exceptions! No excuses! 
~ When manual review is requested, only professional librarians 
are used as editors and link rates approach 100%. 
~ LTI maintains the complete LC MARC authority ftles (updated 
weekly), supplemented with over 410,000 LTI authority records 
and 350,000 proprietary "cross links." 
•contact LTI for more information on authority record link results. 
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1142E Bradfield Road Abington, PA 19001 
(215} 576-6983 Fax: (215) 576-0137 
(BOO) 795-9504 
The NFS says more ·timber sales mean more 
logging which means more jobs. Even if the 
timber must be sold at a loss. Opponents 
say this annual deficit amounts to 
logging subsidized by taxpayers, 
and that the real motive is to 
build roads in previously road-
less areas, preventing future 
wilderness designations. 
The battle between environmen-
talists and developers is an issue of 
international importance. And so it is 
one of the thousands of diverse subjects 
covered by PAIS International. 
A vast range of topics 
From conservation to industrial espionage, 
PAIS provides information you won't find 
anywhere else. PAIS online and CD-ROM 
indexes offer access to over 350,000 journal 
articles, government documents, statis-
tical directories, monographs, conference 
reports and more. And to provide an 
unrivaled international outlook, PAIS also 
references literature published around the 
world in English, French, German, Italian, Spanish 
a d Portuguese. 
o before you venture into a forest of infor-
mation, rough the clutter with PAIS. 
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